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Vespa ET4 150 VBA
48.500 SEK (Tax free), 1959, 1000 Mil,
Tillägsuppgifter:
The Vespa is a true legend at two wheels,here we have a very beautiful example of : 1959 VESPA 150 VBA (MK1) - Totally restored !!!
This Vespa models was one of the most important produced by Piaggio: beautiful, stylish, fun and reliable, the Vespa 150 had it all !!! This
really is just about the perfect scooter for daily riding, were built to last and they are extremely rugged and reliable, are virtually mechanically
indestructible,and spare parts are being made even today. Build and marketed for only 2 years, this model of Vespa is becoming
increasingly difficult to find..... Original from Italy,not bad replicas from Vietnam,India,Pakistan etc. RIDE or SHOW !!!!! Professionally
restored in Italy by a specialized Piaggio bodywork : were used all italian genuine spare parts, finished in the lovely and original "Metallic
Blue" of the period by MaxMeyer, also the engine was fully rebuilt, ready to enjoy !!! READY FOR EXPORT !!!!! Let us your best offer for
this bike and we will evaluate…. On request we provide any classic Italian bikes and cars !!! We are in Italy and we specialize in Italian
classic cars and bikes: Benelli - Ducati - Gilera - Moto Guzzi - Morini - Mondial - Laverda - MV Agusta - Vespa - Lambretta - Fiat 500 - Alfa
Romeo - Lancia - etc.etc. We only accept these types of payments: Bank transfer or Cash on collection Shipping in these countries with
insurance: Denmark 700€ – Sweden 750€ – Norway,Finland 900€ We sell worldwide,contact us for prices. For any question we speak
english and italian: info@italianvintagemotors.com www.italianvintagemotors.com Visit our beautiful website,we have a lots of original
Italian vintage cars and bikes !!! Thanks
Säljare : Italian Vintage Motors, Telefon: +393701302493, Ort: L'Aquila AQ - Italy
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